
Skip the medication trial and error and feel 
better sooner.
Pharmacogenetic testing reveals which medications will be most effective, safe, 
and tolerable, based on your DNA.

The science of how our responses to different medications is 
impacted by our genes:

 How safe, effective, and tolerable a medication will be for us
 Whether we will need a different dose than most people

coPharma geneticsPrescribing guidelines are based on averages, but no one is 
really average.

99% of people unknowingly inherited gene "variants" that impact how they will process 
and respond to some common medications, meaning:

 Some drugs will not work
 Some drugs will cause unusual side effects or safety risks

Did you know? How does pharmacogenetic testing work?

Adverse reactions to 
drugs are behind up to 
25% of all hospital 
admissions and are the 
#4 cause of deaths?

Pharmacogenetic testing uses your genetic profile to help your 
doctor personalize your treatment, using only those drugs and 
doses most likely to result in treatment success.


A 5 minute cheek swab test reveals which drugs and doses will work 
best with the least side effects BEFORE a prescription is written.

Your body may metabolize some drugs too SLOWLY, causing it to 
build up in your body, resulting in side effects or safety risks.

Your body may process some drugs too FAST (removing them 
from the body too quickly), resulting in little to no benefits.

Your genes influence how you will respond to different medications.

OR

Skip the trial and error - start feeling better, sooner with Inagene’s 
Personalized Insights™ Pharmacogenetic Cheek Swab Test

Have Questions? Contact us at info@inagene.com or 647-346-0990 © 2022 Inagene Diagnostics Inc.

Pharmacogenetic Testing In 4 Easy Steps

Access your online 
report and share it 
with your health care 
team

Step 4Step 1

Order the test kit* online 
at www.inagene.com. Use 
promo code Primacy10 to 
get 10% off.


*$299 CAD

Complete the 5 
minute cheek swab 
test at home

Step 2
about 7 days

Mail in your swab and 
register your sample 
on the secure Inagene 
portal

Step 3

Guiding treatment using pharmacogenetic test 
results drives improved outcomes in mental health:

Pharmacogenetic testing for personalized medicine: redefining treatment in mental health

the symptom 
improvement

the remission 
rates

the response rates

Improved medication adherence

fewer ER visits

The other 2/3rds spend 
weeks or months cycling 
through multiple drugs 

and doses.

Only 1 in 3 people who are 
prescribed medications for 

pain or mental health 
conditions find an effective 
medication on the first try.

With their chance of 
recovery decreasing with 

each new drug trial.

4x 1.7x

2x 40%

Click to watch a Virtual Walkthrough of The 
Personalized Insights™ Report

Click to learn how pharmacogenetic testing 
and drug metabolism works

https://vimeo.com/inagene https://vimeo.com/538213840
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